"This is only the scope of work for the project. For more information, interested parties should contact Procurement at purchasing@stpgov.org to ensure receipt of a full bid package, to be listed as a plan holder and to ensure any addenda to the bid package are received."

The Contractor shall provide all labor, materials and equipment to excavate and expose 6’ of 30” HDPE culvert, starting at separation of the pipe. Cut the existing pipe 2’ from edge of separation and then slide male end of pipe into female hub, closing the separation. Measure back 2’ from cut edge of existing pipe and cut and remove pipe section. Provide a section of new 30” HDPE cut to fit area where pipe was removed and splice in new pipe forming two (2) butt joints. Clean and wrap each new joint with Mar Mac Polyseal Pipe coupler or approved equal, per manufacturer’s instructions. Provide and install granular fill starting 6” below pipe up to spring line. Install excavation in 8” lifts from spring line to existing grade. Provide and install sod to all disturbed areas. Removal of all debris is to be done at no direct pay. The Contractor is responsible to verify all quantities.

The Contractor will have thirty (30) days to complete the project from the date stated in the Notice to Proceed issued by the Parish.

A Quote Guarantee is not required for this project.

Any work that may be reasonably inferred from the specifications or drawings as being required to produce the intended result shall be supplied whether or not it is specifically called for. Work, materials or equipment described herein which so applied to this project are covered by a well-known technical meaning or specification shall be deemed to be governed by such recognized standards unless specifically excluded.